Delivering Exceptional Services & Software Every Time

AdvancedWare is Pleased to Present AWForms for DataFlo - $6,500
DataFlo users can now say goodbye to the costs, hassles and functionality limitations of outdated forms solutions (or
heaven forbid, pre-printed forms). With AWForms from AdvancedWare, you can easily email (both PDF & Word formats),
fax, print, and view on a PC screen any of your business forms.

Features of AWForms:

One of the great features of AWForms is the ability to view
the actual form on the screen, see example below:

1. AWForms utilizes the printing engine in Microsoft
Word so any printer (Network or attached to your PC)
works great. The graphics are in crisp and clear
colors. AWForms supports both landscape and
portrait style forms.
2. AWForms can be automatically emailed (in both PDF
and Word formats) and/or faxed with automatic logging
and notification and/or archived. You can even “mix
and match”, so if your customer wants the forms
automatically emailed to them but you want your
internal copies automatically archived, AWForms
has this built in.
3. Making changes is easy with AWForms because
there are no complex scripting languages to learn.
In fact, you actually use Word to make changes to the
form templates such as fonts, colors, graphics, etc.
With AWForms, you will be making these types of
changes to your forms in minutes instead of hours
or days.
4. AWForms supports printing of bar codes (including
2 dimensional bar codes on any of the forms.
5. AWForms will run on any release of DataFlo.

Our Turnkey Approach: For the price of $6,500, AWForms includes the combination of products and services needed for
your company to be up and running live.
The Bottom Line: With AWForms, you will have the ability to automatically email, archive, fax, print and view your DataFlo
form documents.
To arrange for a demonstration or to order your copy of AWForms please give us a call at (949) 609-1240
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